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My favorite day of the week is Monday. I love fresh starts. I love making a to-do list and getting stuff done 
in the first couple days of the week. By late Wednesday, life becomes a bit foggy, and by Friday I want to 
go to the movies. The weekend is spent doing odds and ends around the house, having completely 
forgotten what my ambition was, and then on Monday itʼs as though the clouds lift and I can see clearly 
again. So itʼs fitting I love New Years Day. Even though I didnʼt get home till late last night, I was up with 
the sun, making lists. 

Iʼve written my goals for the year: to eat healthy and exercise, to pay down my home, and to dig deeper 
into the friendships I already have. Those are great ambitions, but the truth is they arenʼt enough. People 
who set goals like this almost never achieve them. But itʼs not because they lack the resolve. Itʼs because 
their goals arenʼt embedded in the context of a narrative.

Iʼve discovered something better than resolutions. If youʼve read A Million Miles in a Thousand Years, you 
know Iʼve reorganized my life into stories rather than goals. I donʼt have any problem with goals. I like 
goals and still set them. But without an overarching plot, goals donʼt make sense and are hard to achieve. 
A story gives a goal a narrative context that forces you to engage and follow through. People who are in 
great shape and have their finances in order probably donʼt set goals to be in good shape or get their 
finances in order. They probably set goals of running a marathon or paying off their house. In other words, 
they think in narrative rather than goals. The goals get met in the journey of the story.

A story involves a person that wants something and is willing to overcome conflict to get it. If you plan a 
story this year, instead of just simple goals, your life will be more exciting, more meaningful and more 
memorable. And you are much more likely to stick to your goals. For instance, rather than saying I want to 
finish getting into shape this year, Iʼve written down that I want to climb Mt. Hood with a couple friends. I 
have a vision of standing on top of the mountain in May, taking pictures and all that. Now my goal has a 
narrative context. Thatʼs just a simple story, and Iʼve planned some stories that are far more difficult but I 
only use that as an example. If my goal were to lose twenty pounds, I doubt Iʼd stick with it. But when you 
have friends flying up from Texas to summit the mountain with you, youʼd better believe you are going to 
be hitting the stairs. I have to, because it I donʼt, my story will be a tragedy. Again, stories give goals 
context.

So here are a few tips on planning a story for 2010:

1.Want something. In a story, the character wants something. Rudy wants to play football at Notre 
Dame, Harry wants Sally, Frodo wants to destroy the ring and so on. Itʼs true in every story, or else a story 
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doesnʼt make sense. If we donʼt want something in our lives, our stories feel boring, long, meaningless 
and tired. We feel this way because we are sitting in the theater of our mind watching a story that isnʼt 
getting started. Or worse, we are praying and asking God to give us a story while the entire time God is 
handing us a pen, telling us to write it ourselves. Thatʼs why he gave us a will. So spend some time 
thinking about what you want with the year. Do you want to pay down the house, get into shape, deepen 
a relationship? Make your ambition clear and focussed. Choose two or three dominant desires and write 
them down.

2. Envision a climactic scene. Screenwriters often begin their story with the end in mind. They know 
their entire movie is heading toward that scene where Frodo throws the ring into the fire. And they write 
the movie to get him there. My climactic scene will be (God willing) standing on top of Mt. Hood. So I 
automatically know the hundreds of scenes that are going to lead up to that climax. I know there will have 
to be scenes hiking in the gorge, riding my bike, eating well, spending time at high altitude, accumulating 
gear and so forth. If youʼre goals are relational (I highly recommend half your goals be relational, because 
relational stories are the most fulfilling) you might envision you and your wife renewing your vows, or you 
and your son refurbishing a car together. Once you have that climactic scene in mind, youʼll know the 
scenes it takes to get there. Also, write this stuff down. Even if you just throw it away, write down what that 
climactic scene looks like, smells like and feels like. It will get in your brain and like a good protagonist in 
a great movie, youʼll wake every day knowing what you are supposed to do with your time.

3. Create an Inciting Incident. Characters donʼt want to change. Thatʼs why so many new-years 
resolutions fail. We write down that we want to lose twenty pounds and end up gaining ten. It happens 
every year. What we are overlooking is a principle that every good screenwriter knows: Characters donʼt 
change without being forced to change. An inciting incident is the event in a movie that causes upheaval 
in the protagonist life. The protagonist, then, naturally seeks to return to stability. And in order to do that, 
he HAS to solve his new problem. In Taken, Liam Neesonʼs daughter is kidnapped and he MUST find her. 
In The Grapes of Wrath, the dust bowl forces the Joad family west. Characters must be pressured to 
change, or they wonʼt. And a narrative context can help. For instance, with my wrapping up my fitness 
goals (Iʼve now lost well over 100 pounds, but have definitely taken the year off to just have fun, so itʼs 
time to get back on it) I decided to climb Mt. Hood. But that isnʼt enough. An inciting incident has to force 
me to climb Mt. Hood, so I contacted my friend Brandon Bargo in Austin and for the last couple months 
weʼve been talking about what it will take. We will also, hopefully, be climbing St. Helens and Adams that 
same month, so Iʼm going to have to be in really great shape. If I donʼt, thereʼs a social consequence. I 
will let my buddy down, and Iʼll also look like an idiot in front of all of you guys. So bringing a friend into 
the mix, and going public with my ambition serves as an inciting incident. Other inciting incidents might be 
signing up with friends for a marathon, joining a kick-boxing class, inviting friends to dinner every Sunday, 
writing an Iʼm Sorry letter to an old friend, buying an engagement ring, writing a check to a ministry, 
whatever…just something that forces you to move.

That should get you started, at least. Want something, imagine a climactic scene and create an inciting 
incident. And do it this week. Donʼt wait. I created mine in November so I could get an early start.

I donʼt know very many writers who love the actual act of writing. We will do anything to avoid work. But 
because we have to pay our bills, at some point every day a good writer sits down to do his/her work. And 
itʼs no different when youʼre living a good story. I doubt I am going to want to run stairs every day, but the 
truth is I have to. And Iʼm not going to want to eat right, either. But I have to. Iʼm not trying to make the 
whole thing sound grim. Living a good story is a lot of fun, but it can also be difficult and boring. But when 
itʼs done, when youʼve renewed your vows or climbed a mountain, youʼll look back on one of the most rich 
and fulfilling years of your life, filled with scenes of difficulty and conflict, of beauty and sacrifice. The year 
will feel twice as long, because anything that isnʼt a story is quickly forgotten by the brain, and your entire 
year will have been a story.

The idea is to create scenes this year youʼll remember for the rest of your life, and to invite others into the 
thrill of being alive. I often think of it as worship in the sense that God created this beautiful expanse as an 



exposition within which to live remarkable stories, and itʼs our job to match the story to the expanse, to 
make use of it, to fill it with memorable scenes.

Living a Meaningful Story Pt. 2: Creating Memorable Scenes

January 5, 2010

As you set out to live a great story in 2010, remember to create memorable scenes.

In movies and in novels alike, youʼll notice writers tend to place characters in visually (or imaginatively) 
stunning scenes. When we were working on the screenplay for Blue Like Jazz, Iʼd often recommend our 
characters talk about something over coffee or in a dorm room, and Steve and Ben (the other two 
principle writers) would shake their heads to say no. Scenes in coffee shops are boring. Movies should be 
memorable, visual, exciting and different. Now I see it in movies all the time. Writers place characters on 
top of buildings, in beautiful parks, on busses that bend like an accordions in the middle and so on. 
Anything to make the scene more memorable, and thus the dialogue more meaningful.

The same principle is true in life. Many of the scenes in your life you remember best were the times you 
jumped off bridges or smoked a pipe on the roof. Once when some friends and I were embarking on a 
long paddle in British Columbia, some friends at the camp we were leaving put on giant animal costumes 
(think mascott size) and jumped off the top deck of a huge boat in order to say goodbye. That was years 
ago, but I will never forget the waving bear and raccoon suddenly stepping off the railing and falling into 
the frigid water. That was certainly a memorable scene.

Even Steve, Ben and I created a memorable scene. We were in Portland for a writing session and it was 
snowing heavily. We took a break and tied a rope to the back of my truck, got in kayaks and pulled each 
other around the streets of my neighborhood (Be careful with this one. Somebody was killed that same 
day being pulled in a sled behind a truck).

Sometimes a writer will sit for an hour or so, just thinking of a creative setting in which to place a 
conversation. Itʼs important work, that sitting and thinking, because the scene will engage the viewer or 
reader much better. And itʼs important work in life, too. Here are some tips on creating memorable 
scenes:

1. Say yes to awkwardness: Is your buddy a mortician? Ask him if you can take him to lunch in 
exchange for a tour of his funeral home. I did this once. Talk about a memorable scene. Iʼll spare you the 
details, but it was a sobering and quirky and beautiful experience.

2. Take the conversation to a different place: Are your buddyʼs coming over for your weekly prayer 
meeting? Are you normally bored during your weekly prayer meeting? Is there a water-tower near by? 
You figure out the rest. I once led a small group and one week canceled the whole thing just to hike up 
Mt. Tabor to watch sunset. I think we got more out of that meeting than we would have sitting around 
staring at our navels and sharing our uneducated opinions about Romans.

I always liked that scene in The Dead Poets Society where Professor Keating takes the class outside, 
puts a record on a turntable and has them kick red balls into a field while shouting lines of poetry from 
slips of paper. Professor Keating new the power of a memorable scene.

3. Donʼt be embarrassed: I have a little red wagon at my place that I use to bring stuff up from the 
garage. A great memory I have is of pulling an old girlfriend down to the market and through the isles to 
get groceries.  Iʼm not saying we should be dopes and cause scenes, but caring too much about what 
people think is a sure way to live a boring story. (It also helps to live in Portland, where itʼs not uncommon 
to see grown adults inside the baskets of shopping carts dressed as cats playing guitars while being 
pushed by gnomes through the organic produce section.)
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4. Donʼt be afraid to get wet, cold, dirty or hot: Maybe my favorite memory from 2009 was up at 
Chatterbox Falls in British Columbia. Some friends and I had gone up to the falls and were standing only 
ten or so feet away, getting soaked by itʼs cold spray. My friend Richard Goff then led us back behind the 
falls, where the air was so cold and the wind was so strong it was hard to breathe. I reached my hand into 
the waterfall and the force of it pushed my hand down. And then my friend Dusty Brown literally stepped 
his entire body into the massive fall and stumbled straight through. Of course the rest of us followed, once 
we were sure he had survived! So whether itʼs getting wet, getting cold, getting hot or just getting dirty, 
you can always wash your clothes and take a shower later. Go for it!

The idea is to create scenes this year youʼll remember for the rest of your life, and to invite others into the 
thrill of being alive. I often think of it as worship in the sense that God created this beautiful expanse as an 
exposition within which to live remarkable stories, and itʼs our job to match the story to the expanse, to 
make use of it, to fill it with memorable scenes.

Writing a Storyline, An Alternative to the Mission Statement

April 30th, 2010

In Million Miles, I talk about structuring your life like a story so that, when youʼre done living it, it will have 
been more meaningful. I also talk about how if youʼre life story were spelled out on the back of a DVD 
cover, what would it say. Something like:

“Donald Miller desperately wanted the new Volvo, but he didnʼt have enough money. So he got a job at a 
local grocery store and worked the nightshift till he could afford the down payment….”

Not so exciting. But change those elements around (what the character wants and how much conflict they 
are willing to endure) and youʼve got the stuff of a great story and a great life.

I didnʼt say it in the book, but I actually tried this a couple years ago. My storyline went something like: 
“Donald Miller wants to write more books and pay lots of unhealthy attention to Amazon reviews…” and 
my heart sank. I think that was about the time I started The Mentoring Project, and Iʼve been happier (and 
more engaged in my own story) ever since.

So I thought Iʼd invite you into that little experiment. Maybe you and your friends, or you and your family 
could write a little storyline. What I mean is, what would it look like to write a two sentence summation of 
your life plot? 

Now hereʼs the thing, most people are living a more exciting life than they think they are. Life doesnʼt feel 
as great as a good movie, no matter how good your life is. If youʼre raising a family, just trying to make 
ends meet, thatʼs great. Only add something more heartfelt to it…

“Joe is trying to make it through the recession, fighting not to associate his self worth with his lack of 
money, all the while keeping the love alive in his home.”

Have you ever thought of replacing the mission statement at your church or organization with a storyline? 
It might help everybody involved see things more clearly. And plus, everybody involved would feel like 
they are part of a story. And being engaged in a story is more exciting than obeying a mission statement.

Here are some tips on a great storyline.

1. State who the character or characters are.
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2. State the single primary ambition. Make it clear and defined.

3. Name the conflict, and if you can, state how that conflict will be overcome.

4. Ask a question at the end that pertains to the climax (Will The Mentoring Project be able to shut 
down fifteen percent of American Prisons?)

The truth is, a person can be part of many stories. I am part of about five major stories in my life right now. 
And my guess is you are too. Youʼre church may be telling a group protagonist story, and your family may 
be telling one too. You may be telling a story solo, also. Regardless, the clearer these elements are, the 
better each story will be lived out.

What this will do is give you a greater clarity about what you are supposed to do today, this week, this 
month and this year. Youʼll find yourself in the theater of your own mind watching an interesting story 
unravel. 


